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Abstract This article surveys the state-of-the-art crowd simulation techniques and their selected applications, with its
focus on our recent research advances in this rapidly growing research field. We first give a categorized overview on the
mainstream methodologies of crowd simulation. Then, we describe our recent research advances on crowd evacuation,
pedestrian crowds, crowd formation, traffic simulation, and swarm simulation. Finally, we offer our viewpoints on open
crowd simulation research challenges and point out potential future directions in this field.
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1 Introduction

Crowds are complex systems containing collections
of individuals, such as human groups, animal herds,
insect swarms, and vehicle flows, in the same physi-
cal environment. Their exhibited collective behaviors
are often different from those that they would act when
they are alone. Crowds are ubiquitous phenomena with
interesting and uncanny spatial, physical, biological, so-
cial, and cultural patterns in nature. Crowd simulation
in computer graphics dates back to 1980s[1]. In recent
years, it has attracted significant attention from many
research fields, not limited to computer animation and
simulation, due to its broad applications in a variety
of fields including military simulation[2], architectural
design[3-5], safety science[6-9], entertainment[10-11],
physics[12], psychology[13], training systems[14],
robotics[15], sociology[16-17], city planning[18], traffic
engineering[19-27], insect swarm simulation[28-31], and
culture computing[32].

Although there have been numerous research pro-
gresses and demonstrated applications in crowd simu-
lation, it is still a rapidly growing area. Indeed, to date,
many crowd simulation research challenges still remain
widely open due to highly complex behaviors driven by
individuals depending on various physiological, psycho-
logical and social factors.

To manage the scope of this article, we do not at-
tempt to fully survey crowd simulation techniques that
have been proposed during the past several decades.
We refer interested readers to recent comprehensive
surveys[33-40] for more details. Instead, in this article,
after briefly reviewing mainstream crowd simulation
methodologies, we will switch its focus to our recent
research advances in this research field.

The remainder of this article is organized as fol-
lows. We first give a high-level overview on existing
crowd simulation methodologies. Then, we present our
recent research advances on crowd evacuation, pedes-
trian crowds, crowd formation, traffic simulation, and
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swarm simulation. Finally, we offer our remarks on
open research challenges in this field and point out po-
tential research directions.

2 Crowd Simulation Methodologies

Overall, crowd simulations can be divided into two
broad areas: focusing on the realism and focusing on
the high-quality visualization. In the first case, the
visualization of simulations (such as evacuation and
training applications) is not crucial, and often a sim-
ple yet intuitive 2-dimentional (2D) simulation is suf-
ficient. The visualization is only used to help users to
better understand the simulation process. While in the
second case (applications such as film production and
video games), the emphasis is primarily on high-quality
rendering and animation techniques to achieve convinc-
ing visual effects.

In this article, we mainly focus on how to model
the natural crowd movement — how collective in-
dividuals move around and avoid collisions in com-
plex and dynamic environments. To date, many
crowd simulation methodologies have been developed
to model crowd movement, which can be roughly clas-
sified into macroscopic (continuum-based) and micro-
scopic (agent-based) models.

Macroscopic models regard the crowd system as a
whole, and are usually designed to achieve real-time
simulation for very large crowds, where each indivi-
dual’s behavior is not the primary focus and typi-
cally follows the characteristics of the flow as long as
the overall crowd movement looks realistic. In con-
trast, microscopic models focus on individual behaviors
and their interactions using complex cognitive mod-
els. Although microscopic models are only for smaller
crowds to achieve real-time simulation, they can simu-
late agents in a crowd with more realistic autonomous
behaviors.

2.1 Macroscopic Models

Macroscopic models use an analogy with fluid or gas
dynamics to describe how crowd density and velocity
change over time using partial differential equations[12].
Based on this, a continuum theory for the flow of pedes-
trians was proposed by Hughes[41-42] and then many
further studies[19,43-44] have extended this method.
Macroscopic models can be of value in simulating large-
scale crowds and highly concentrated populations in
spots such as stadiums, shopping malls, and subways.

2.2 Microscopic Models

Microscopic models can be traced back to Reynold’s
seminal work of Boids and steering models[45-46]. A
large body of further work has accounted for force-

based methods[8,47-54], psychological effects[55-60], grid-
based methods[61-62], biomechanical models[63-64],
sociological factors[65], directional preferences[66],
geometrically-based algorithms[67-74], velocity-based
models[75-77], field-based models[43,66,75,78-80], cogni-
tive models[81-82], synthetic vision-based models[83],
Bayesian decision processes[84], example-based or
data-driven methods[25-27,80,85-96], divergence-free flow
tiles[97], semantic model[98-99], and many other mod-
els of pedestrian behavior[76,96,100-104]. Relative to
macroscopic models, microscopic models describe ev-
ery individual’s behavior more realistically. However,
their main disadvantage is that agents appear to shake
or vibrate in high-density crowds.

3 Our Recent Advances

During the past decade, we have conducted a va-
riety of crowd simulation researches and have applied
them to a number of selected applications. In this ar-
ticle, we roughly divide these research advances into
the following categories: crowd evacuation, pedestrian
crowds, crowd formation, traffic simulation, and swarm
simulation.

3.1 Crowd Evacuation

Crowd evacuation is one of the most dominant appli-
cations of crowd simulation for safety science and archi-
tecture design[105]. The goal of such applications is to
suggest people how to evacuate crowds safely and effi-
ciently when emergency (such as fires and earthquakes)
occurs, and help designers to assess risk and optimize
the safe design of architecture space.

3.1.1 Navigation

We present a novel method[106-107] for crowd naviga-
tion in complex environments based on the continuum
model. As illustrated in Fig.1, large and complex envi-
ronments with multi-constructions can be represented
and organized before simulation. Then, the density and
discomfort conversion methods are used to keep plau-
sible distance between pedestrians and obstacles when
simulating a congested crowd (shown in Fig.2). At last,
the comparison experiment shows a high degree of simi-
larity between the real data and the simulation result.

Also, our work[108] presented a semantic model for
representing the complex environment, where the se-
mantic information is described with three levels: a
geometric level, a semantic level, and an application
level.

Each level contains different maps for different pur-
poses, and the interactions between individuals facili-
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Fig.1[106]. (a) 3D geometric models. (b) Colored blocks. (c)

Sketch map of objects are illustrated.

Fig.2. Selected simulation results[106].

tate the virtual environment. Then, a new method[106]

was designed to fit the proposed virtual environment
model so that realistic behaviors of large dense crowds
could be simulated in multi-layered complex environ-
ments such as buildings and subway stations.

3.1.2 Parallelizing Simulation

To significantly increase the simulation efficiency,
we developed a novel parallelizing approach for crowd
simulators constructed with a continuum model rather
than an agent-based model[108]. Its main idea is to di-

vide a crowded virtual environment into some districts
connected with transitional blocks, thereby decompos-
ing the simulation into sub-tasks. Then, we designed a
two-layered planning method to guide agents within a
partitioned large-scale environment, and the details of
transiting agents from one district to another have also
been presented. We improved the continuum models
through parallelization while preserving their existing
superiority of generating smooth motion. To this end,
our partitioning method effectively simplifies the intri-
cacy of simulation for most large-scale crowd simulation
applications.

3.1.3 Panic Phenomenon

Special rules or parameter settings are typically
needed to simulate a panic phenomenon at a given
scheme, thereby we designed a panic model named
PPIB[109] (Panic, Propagation and Influence on Behav-
ior), which could evoke panic automatically under dan-
gerous situations without manual intervention. There
are three perspectives to describe the panic, including
human mental factors and their variations caused by lo-
cal situation, panic propagation within the crowd, and
the influence of panic over the basic factors of pedes-
trian dynamics.

3.1.4 Evacuation System

Simulating crowds in complex environments is fas-
cinating and challenging. Large-scale public places and
public facilities are areas with highly concentrated po-
pulations. It is necessary to make emergency schemes to
safely evacuate people under emergency situations for
such areas in advance. With virtual reality techniques,
we could visualize the 3D scenes of evacuation and sta-
tistically analyze the results. It is instrumental and
useful to verify the rationality and validity of a given
emergency scheme. Based on our technologies men-
tioned above, we built a system named Guarder[105],
which is a virtual drilling system for crowd evacuation
under emergency scheme. Its framework is shown in
Fig.3. Its key technologies include semantic description

Fig.3. Technical framework of virtual drilling for crowd evacuation.
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for complex environments, crowd simulation, and so on
(introduced above).

Finally, it is noteworthy that we have successfully
applied our Guarder system to many real-world appli-
cations, including the evacuation strategy analysis on
the National Stadium known as the Bird’s Nest, the
pedestrians’ guidance on the holiday rush of Beijing
West Railway Station, and the pedestrians’ analysis on
the rush time of the Beijing Olympic Park subway sta-
tion.

3.2 Pedestrian Crowds

Pedestrian crowds frequently appear in many block-
buster feature animation films and video games. Typi-
cal examples include pedestrians walking in the street,
soldiers fighting in a battle, and spectators watching a
performance.

3.2.1 Simulation Based on Vector Field

We designed a hybrid architecture solution[110-111]

to control the navigation of large-scale agents interac-
tively in a simple but effective way. Our solution models
each individual as an agent with his/her own persona-
lity, whose behavior is determined by both the global
and local movement parts. The global part is derived
from a vector field specified by users, which is gene-
rated by the anisotropic radial basis functions (RBF)
based vector interpolation. The local one contains a
velocity-proportional wandering and a weighted move-
ment derived from the positions of anchor points. With
this governing tool, our results (shown in Fig.4) demon-
strate that users can freely and effectively control the
flows of the crowd by sketching velocities on anchor
points in the scene.

Fig.4. TV screenshot of the medieval city simulation that used

our approach[110-111].

3.2.2 Diversification of Motion Styles

To efficiently increase a crowd’s motion diversity,
we developed a novel approach to adaptively control

agents’ motion styles by maximally reusing a limited
number of available motion styles[112]. Our method
maximizes the style variety of local neighbors and the
global style utilization while maintaining a consistent
style for each agent as natural as possible. It only
requires high-level motion information (such as speed
and motion type) computed from the crowd simulation
system’s navigation and perception layers. As such,
it can complement high-level crowd simulation models.
Experimental scenarios (shown in Fig.5) and user eva-
luations (shown in Fig.6) demonstrate our approach’s
flexibility and capability.

Fig.5. Simulated pedestrian crowds with diversified motion

styles[112].

Fig.6. (a) Cyclic walking motion. (b) Acyclic fighting motion.

Our motion diversity control[112] disguises motion clones more ef-

fectively than random distribution does, given the same number

of available motion styles.

3.2.3 Perceiving Motion Transitions

The walking motions of a crowd typically vary in
both spatial and temporal domains. However, it is time
and memory consuming to create complete motion se-
quences for every pedestrian. Many collective features
such as crowd density, appearance variations, motion
variations, and sub-group interaction patterns, affect
the perception of motion transitions in a pedestrian
crowd.

Therefore, we conducted a series of psychophysical
experiments[113] to investigate how these crowd fea-
tures can influence human perception on walking mo-
tion transitions in a crowd when inexpensive motion
blending algorithms can be used. Our results (shown
in Fig.7) provide practical guidelines for performance-
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Fig.7. Evaluation results: average scores and standard deviation errors of different crowd feature experiments[113]. FPS: frames per

second.

oriented crowd applications such as real-time games to
improve the perceptual realism by effectively disguising
motion transitions. Specifically, we found that 1) dis-
tant viewpoints are more effective in disguising unrealis-
tic pedestrian motion transitions than close viewpoints;
2) increasing the density of agent numbers in the view-
port can significantly help to hide motion transitions; 3)
adding more agent appearances (e.g., different textures)
does not necessarily lead to better perception of motion
transitions in a crowd; and 4) the existence of collective
behaviors or sub-group interactions can effectively de-
crease the negative impact of motion transitions among
walking motions.

3.2.4 Interactive Virtual Marathon

We developed an exergame called VNM (Virtual
Network Marathon)[114], which uses specially devised
treadmills for running in an immersive virtual environ-
ment. These treadmills with various sensors are de-
signed to collect body performance data. Connected
with computers in the Internet, they can control a
player’s avatar in a virtual world. However, it is dif-

ficult for the player to invite many other players to join
a network marathon race like in a real-world marathon.
Therefore, we employ a number of autonomous virtual
players to simulate the marathon race crowd.

In order to generate lifelike competitive running
behaviors for virtual players in the crowd (shown in
Fig.8), a novel demonstration-based behavior modeling

Fig.8. Virtual marathon race crowd[114].
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technique is used. Desired behaviors are learned
through mimicking demonstrated running behaviors of
real players.

3.3 Crowd Formation

Crowd formation has been a relatively new yet im-
portant research direction in crowd simulation field, due
to its diverse range of applications such as film produc-
tion, computer games, robotics and performance train-
ing.

3.3.1 Shape-Constrained Flock

We developed a novel shape-constrained, agent-
based flock simulation system[115] that can interactively
control flock navigation, and it is capable of making
the spatial distribution of a flock to meet user-specified
static or deforming shape constraints.

Our approach first draws a set of uniform sample
points through a 3D surface mosaicing process or a
stratified point sampling strategy. Then, it establishes
correspondences between flock members and sample
points on the target shape. Finally, a global path con-
trol scheme using the Kalman filter and the fuzzy logic,
which dynamically adjusts the force, is employed to
create desired flocking animations. Our results (shown
in Fig.9) suggest that the generated animation effects
are visually desirable and pleasing.

Fig.9. A flock dynamically transforms into a waterfowl

shape[115].

3.3.2 Sketch-Based Formation Control

We developed an interactive, scalable framework[113]

that generates freestyle group formations and transi-
tions by computing a plausible agent distribution in the
target formation and agent correspondences between
keyframes. Moreover, our approach also provides a two-

level formation trajectory control technique that helps
users intuitively guide agents’ transition paths. Our
results (shown in Fig.10) demonstrate this approach’s
flexibility and effectiveness.

Fig.10. Freestyle group formations[113].

Moreover, we also proposed a solution called “forma-
tion sketching” to provide a flexible sketch-based frame-
work to generate arbitrary group formations. This so-
lution, unlike example-based methods limited by the
number of training examples, can freely create var-
ious precise formations specified by users. Our results
(shown in Fig.11) demonstrate that this solution is effi-
cient and adaptive to variations of group scales, group
positions and environment obstacles.

Fig.11. Stylizing groups by formation sketching.

3.3.3 Collective Formation Transform

We also developed a novel group formation trans-
form system[116-117] to automatically generate an aes-
thetically formation transformation while effectively
maintaining the stability of local structure and preserv-
ing the dynamic collective behavior, given source and
target formation shapes.

First, the source and target formation shapes are
converted to representations of the Delaunay triangu-
lation (DT), where each vertex represents the spatial
position of an agent in its group. Then, the effort
of each agent during the transformation is quantified
by a novel formula, and a new relative distance var-
iance measure is used to cluster collective subgroups. In
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the transformation, shape manipulation and the Social
Force Model (SFM) are extended to ensure collision-
free movements. Finally, the effectiveness and the ro-
bustness of our approach are evaluated via quantitative
measures, including the mutual information of crowd
dynamics, the stability of local structure, and effort ba-
lancing. Experimental results (shown in Fig.12) demon-
strate that our approach can produce more aesthetically
satisfactory and fluid crowd formation transformations
than state-of-the-art methods.

Fig.12. Evolution of the Chinese word “鸟” meaning “bird” in

English and the martial arts for 400 agents[116-117].

3.4 Traffic Simulation

Traffic simulation, to realistically portray the con-
temporary world, plays an increasingly important role
in virtual worlds, because there is a growing need of
that in many fields such as video game, movie, and vir-
tual globe.

3.4.1 Detailed Urban Road Networks

We developed an agent-based system[24] to generate
detailed traffic animation on urban arterial networks
with signalized crossing, merging and weaving areas,
and to produce an immersive traffic flow animation
with realistic driving and lane-changing behaviors. The
popular follow-the-leader method is employed to simu-
late intelligent driving styles and various vehicle types.
Meanwhile, the continuous lane-changing model is used
to imitate the driver’s decision-making process and the
vehicle’s dynamic interactions with neighboring vehi-
cles. Results (shown in Fig.13) demonstrate the capa-

bility of our approach to visualize complex urban traf-
fics with a rich variety of vehicle types, driving styles,
and road topologies.

Fig.13. Signalized crossing traffic scenario[24].

3.4.2 Video-Driven Traffic Simulation

Existing traffic simulators set drivers’ characterized
driving parameters, such as speed choice, gap accep-
tance, preferred rate of acceleration or deceleration,
environmental adaptation factor, as random values
around the average of empirical values, which cannot
simulate the drivers’ personalized driving behaviors.
Therefore, we developed a data-driven system[23] to
simulate virtual traffic flows that exhibit realistic driv-
ing behaviors.

Our system learns drivers’ specific driving charac-
teristics from video samples. Its main process can be
divided into three phases: the acquisition of each ve-
hicle’s trajectory data, the learning of each vehicle’s
unique driving habits, and the online traffic simulation.
As a result, given each vehicle’s initial status and the
personalized parameters as input, our approach can
vividly reproduce the traffic flow in the sample video
with a high accuracy (shown in Fig.14).

Fig.14. Some simulated traffic scenarios[23].

3.4.3 Predictive Adaptive-AR Model

The conventional continuum-based models, without
taking drivers’ behavior into account, usually assume
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vehicles follow the flows passively. To address this is-
sue, we proposed a novel adaptive-AR model[22], based
on the continuum-based AR model[118], to simulate
real-life vehicle traffic flows. Our method extends the
AR model with a few factors including the reaction
time, the prediction effectiveness, and the types of the
drivers.

Our experimental results (shown in Fig.15) show
that the adaptive-AR model makes the simulated traf-
fic flows more realistic in real time and better exhibit
the drivers’ responsive behaviors than the AR model.

Fig.15. Some simulated traffic scenarios[22].

3.4.4 Animating Realistic Rural Traffics

We developed a novel agent-based approach called
Accident-Avoidance Full Velocity Difference Model
(AA-FVDM)[21] to simulate realistic street-level rural
traffics. We also designed a novel scheme to animate
the lane-changing maneuvering process. Furthermore,
we validated our method using real-world traffic data.

Our experimental results demonstrate, besides ad-
dressing the problem of the close-car-braking circum-
stance (shown in Fig.16), our AA-FVDM method can
efficiently (in real time) simulate large-scale traffic flows
(tens of thousands of vehicles) with realistic and smooth
effects.

Fig.16. Simulated scenarios using the existing FVDM method

and our method (AA-FVDM) under the close-car-braking cir-

cumstance with the same initial conditions[21]. (a) Using FVDM.

(b) Using our AA-FVDM.

3.5 Insect Swarm Simulation

Not limited to humans, various biological insects
can often demonstrate a variety of crowd or swarm be-
haviours in our world. Recently we developed a field-

based approach[30] to realistically simulate behaviour
patterns of insect swarms. We formulate this simulation
problem as a mesoscopic multi-agent system that mod-
els both macroscopic global path planning and local
behaviours. Its core idea is to construct a smooth yet
noise-aware governing velocity field, including two sub-
fields: a divergence-free curl noise field and an enhanced
global velocity field. The first sub-field models indivi-
dual insects’ noise-induced movements, while the other
controls global navigational paths in a complex environ-
ment for the whole swarm. This approach is the first
multi-agent modelling system that introduces curl-noise
into agents’ velocity field and uses its non-scattering na-
ture of the resulting field to maintain noise-aware yet
non-colliding movements in 3D crowd simulation.

Our experimental results (shown in Fig.17) demon-
strate that our approach can effectively simulate in-
sect swarms’ various realistic behaviours such as mass-
migrating, positive phototaxis, aggregation, and seda-
tion.

Fig.17[30]. (a) A large swarm of migratory locusts invades a ham-

let. (b) A swarm of moths flies around a street lamp.

4 Challenges and Viewpoints

Although researchers have extensively studied crowd
simulation (algorithms, models, and applications) to
date, it is still a relatively young research area. Many
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open research problems are still very much in flux due
to the complexity, variety, and dynamics of real-world
crowd behaviors.

To date, most of existing crowd simulation methods
are essentially application-specific. Indeed, the design
of a general, robust, and practical crowd simulation
framework that can handle a large variety of applica-
tions is still considered as a grand challenge in crowd
simulation field. Moreover, many research problems are
still widely open and need to be further investigated to
advance the applications and practices of crowd simu-
lation. As the final remark, we offer our own viewpoints
on these remaining research challenges that are either
inadequately studied or largely ignored in the current
literature.

1) Modeling the Intelligent Behavior of Rescue
Workers or the Authority. Rescue workers or the au-
thority typically play a critical role in the case of emer-
gency evacuation. Different from existing crowd simu-
lation, realistically simulating the behavior of the in-
volved rescue workers or the authority would face dif-
ferent types of technical challenges. For example, the
simulation focus would be to model how to convey dy-
namic emergency information (e.g., safe exits) among
evacuees and how to model the dynamics and interac-
tion between the rescue workers and evacuees on the
spot. If we can successfully model and incorporate
their interactions and dynamic behaviors into emer-
gency evacuation simulation, new simulation results are
anticipated to provide much more valuable guidelines
and references for the design of more efficient and safer
emergency evacuation plans.

2) Modeling and Simulation of Panic Crowds. Panic
is a protective psychological reaction when we face sud-
den and irresistible disasters. It is an unusual action
that we often will take when we face unpredictable disa-
sters to save our lives. Although the panic has the
characteristics of irrationality and unsociability, it of-
ten exhibits specific panic patterns such as herding and
so on. Quantitatively understanding the panic pattern
and how it is contaminated among people would be of
significant importance from the public safety perspec-
tive. In our views, the main challenge of simulating
panic crowds is the difficulty of acquiring sufficient real-
world panic crowd data for crowd model learning and
validation.

3) Modeling Confrontational Crowd Behaviors.
There are many kinds of confrontational crowd events
in the real world such as riots and demonstration. Tak-
ing the coupling and derivatives between those events
and the crowd evacuation problems into account, it is
necessary to combine various established insight and
knowledge from the psychology and sociology fields

when we want to model the confrontational crowd be-
havior. Such inputs would be tremendously useful if
researchers want to realistically simulate various phe-
nomena using computer algorithms.

4) Automated Model Calibration Based on Instance
Data. Since a large number of parameters or factors
exist in a crowd simulation system, quantitatively va-
lidating the accuracy of a simulation model and au-
tomatically calibrating the model’s parameters, in or-
der to produce a more realistic behavior of the virtual
crowd, is one of widely open research challenges. In-
stance data is often referred to as the crowd movement
datasets acquired from various real-world crowds such
as the video of real-world crowds. It would significantly
help to produce more credible and realistic crowd simu-
lation results if we can automatically calibrate the pa-
rameters of various pedestrian or crowd models.

5) Modeling Extreme Cases Such as the Squeezing
and Trampling in the Crowd. The essence of squeez-
ing and trampling accidents in a crowd is the result
of accumulating the concurrent and nonlinear contact
forces. Building a computational model to describe the
condition and evolution of such extreme cases will be
of paramount significance to the general public safety.
In order to simulate the crowd’s realistic responsive
behaviours in these extreme cases, including pushing,
shoving, crushing, tumbling, trampling, piling up, and
so forth, such models should comprehensively reflect
real humans’ physiological, mental, physical, emotional
and appearing characteristics as well as mechanisms.
Similar to the panic crowd simulation described pre-
viously, the difficulty of acquiring reliable and sufficient
real-world crowd behaviour datasets for such extreme
cases makes plausible simulation much more challeng-
ing than what it may appear.

6) Quantitative, Accurate, and Robust Validation of
Various Simulated Crowds. Despite of those exciting
research progresses made in the crowd simulation field
to date, relatively few efforts have been taken to ac-
curately and automatically validate the realism and
plausibility of various simulated crowds[79]. Indeed,
realism evaluation is often the first problem encoun-
tered when researchers or practitioners try to apply any
crowd simulation methods to application domains. The
design of quantitative, accurate, and robust validation
methods for crowd simulation is still considered as a
widely open problem. Although certain progresses[93]

have been made in this direction very recently, this
data-driven method is still limited to specific given
training examples.
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